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Saroshi is a nation made up of twelve floating islands that sit below
the clouds. The islands are mountainous with rivers and lakes that
flow off the end of each. A small community of 3,000 people occupy
these twelve islands that range in size. The three larger islands are
dedicated to government and industry, research and technology,
and farmlands and are represented by GI, RT, FL. The other nine are
used for homes and parks and are represented by a number, for
example Island N3. Each island is represented by an elected official
by the Saroshians of that island. Those nine officials come together
to govern the people. No law or issue is passed without the majority
of everyone’s vote. The Saroshi’s islands float due to low
concentration of gravity around the islands and
are relativity close together. People travel to each
island by an air tram with low fares. Saroshi
strives for people to make contributions and find
their role. Once someone turns the age of 15,
they are given a Saroshi National Security Card
and required to find a position on either GI, RT,
or FL island. Some may choose to stay on their
home island and work as officials or teachers.
Saroshi is technologically advanced and strives to
push their research. They use solar panels as their
main energy, metal as their main material for
currency and ID cards, large bubbled facilities to
grow crops and researching facilities for
medicine. Due to being underneath the clouds,
the oxygen levels are very low. Saroshians are required to carry air
pocket poches to provide them with extra oxygen, in case of an
emergency. The government also provides people with ponchos to
help with the high humidity and persistent rainfall. Saroshian’s
everyday clothes are made from water resistant materials to help
with the dampness. The main colors seen are blues and greens to
reflect the environment in which they live. They dress very modern,
with long trench coats and button downs if working on GI and RT or
comfortable loose-fitting clothing if working on FL or home islands.
This society is very peaceful and they work together to find new
innovative ways to improve themselves. It has also been a secret for
years and the people who live on the islands have lived in peace
because of it. Few people know about it and less have ever seen it.
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Be kind and honest
Freedom of speech
No violence, guns are illegal
Absolutely no judgement of another, being unique is key
Always think bigger
Everyone has a role and must contribute
Each home island is represented by one representative
Government is run by the people’s vote
Required to carry ID over the age of 15
Must carry oxygen air bag, in case of emergency
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Palette is monochromatic with the use of shades
and tints of the primary color. The green and blues
reflect the environment with focus on the clouds,
mountains and water. This palette is simply staying
within the same shades and tints to relate back to
the technologically advanced society.

1. [Primary]

2. [Secondary]

3. [Tertiary]

4. [Accent]

5. [Accent]

6. [Accent]

Water Moss:
CMYK 73% 50% 56% 29%
RGB 70 91 90
HEX #465b5a
Rusty Olive:
CMYK 57% 34% 57% 8%
RGB 116 137 116
HEX #748974
Charcoal:
CMYK 0% 0% 0% 90%
RGB 65 64 66
HEX #414042
Mellow Highland
CMYK 52% 10% 47% 0%
RGB 129 184 153
HEX # 81b899
Muddy Sea Glass
CMYK 65% 25% 41% 1%
RGB 96 153 151
HEX #609997
Ultramarine
CMYK 77% 24% 27% 0%
RGB 43 153 173
HEX #2b99ad

A. OCR A Std is used for government materials issued, like identification and
metal currency cards. Its blocky sans-serif typeface works as being futuristic
and has an authorized feeling. This typeface is also legible to work on
numerous surfaces and colors.
B. Earth Orbiter is seen around Saroshi on propaganda posters and slogans.
Its blocky cut up futuristic typeface is popular with the nation
by how they represent themselves.
C. Market Fresh Bold All Caps is used on and off in the logo for Saroshi. Its
modern bold san-serif pairs well with the rounded shapes of the nation’s logo.
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This is the layout of
Saroshi’s twelve floating
islands. It shows the
importance of the three
main islands: government
and industry, research
and technology and
farmlands. The rest of the
nine are dedicated to
home islands and parks.
Each island is given a
number or letter, for
example 1-9 for home
islands and labeled GI for
government and industry,
RT for research and
technology and FL for
farmlands. These islands
sit underneath the clouds
and float due to the low
concentration of gravity.
The water runs off the
islands to the unknown
and is replenished by the
vast amounts of rainfall.
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The flag’s palette is mainly green and blue, based
on the environment. There are a total of twelve
islands. The three larger circles show the
importance of the three main islands, and the
nine smaller circles for the home islands. The flag
represents the strength and power of the nation.
It also highlights the importance of gravity with
the circles floating under the line which represent
the clouds. Many Saroshian’s are proud of their
nation and hang their flag proudly.
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Saroshians must renew
their card every 10 years
and may change their
position. The ID card is
made out of a
combination of glass and
metal. It is transparent
with a reflective Saroshi
logo to make it
uncopiable. It also has a
unique metal chip in it to
be recognized at tram
entrances and can be
scanned for other
government
documentations.

CARD

IDENTIFICATION

Saroshian’s over the age
of 15 must register for a
Saroshi National Security
Card to be used as their
identification. This ID will
be used to travel
between the islands and
be scanned at entry of
the tram. Parents or
guardians with children
under the age of 15, will
have their cards register
to account for them.
Parents or guardians must
accompany them while
traveling. The card states
the persons name, how
many family members
they have under the age
of 15, their field or
position of work and their
level of clearance if they
work in either GI or RT.
The level of clearance
ranges from 15 to 30 with
how advanced someone’s
skills are in their field. It
also states their home
island, example Island N3
and when it expires.
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The clothing worn by most is modern, clean and a
sophisticated style. Shades of blues and greens are a
reflection of the environment. The material used is
water resistant to help deal with the humidity and
constant rainfall. Saroshian’s who work in
government and industry and research and
technology might wear something on the left while
others would wear more comfortable clothing on the
right for farmlands or staying at home islands.
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NECESSARY
ITEMS

Rain ponchos are necessary garments handed
out by the government. They are provided to
the public for free as a necessity to have, to deal
with the environment. Oxygen pocket pouch
devices are also needed due to the low oxygen
levels. These pouches are distributed by the
government and required by law to be carried
at all times, in case of an emergency.
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Saroshi tries to be a paperless nation in any way
they can, due to the lack of land for landfills. The
currency is made from metal instead of a paper or
coin. A unique code is given to everyone and saves
their materials and time on the device. Saroshians
use their finger print for identification and the
device is voice activated to tell it the amount to be
transferred. By tapping on one another’s card, it will
transfer the funds.
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The air tram is the only transportation
system used to travel to the different
islands. It is powered by steam and
solar panel energy. It fits up to 50
people and takes an average of less
than three minutes to travel to each
island. To board the tram, Saroshians
are automatically scanned at the door
as they enter by the use of their metal
ID card.

Everyone over the age of 15, is required to carry an ID that
allows them to travel from their home island. Under 15,
must be accompanied by their parent or guardian whose
own ID is registered to account for other members of the
household. The parent or guardian’s ID will be scanned as
they enter the tram. It is a low cost to ride and usually taken
by people to get to the government and industry, research
and technology, and faming islands and back to home.

